Reproduction and the Autonomic Nervous system, also
known as the Neurovegetative Nervous Sytem.
“The intelligent use of the neurovegetative system
will one day constitute the most important part of the art of medicine”
-- Von Hering

As elsewhere mentioned, Procreation is a mysterious event
inaccessible to our present human understanding and scientific
research investigations.
The present scientific view considers procreation as the result of a
complex
of regulatory interplay between the informative signals
travelling along the neural pathways, the circulating hormones and
the neurotransmitters secreted by the hypothalamic and the pelvic
glandular reproductive structures. This feed-back interplay is mediated
by the autonomic or neurovegetative nervous system and takes place
in a pulsatile and cyclic manner. Its mechanism is scientifically still
poorly understood.
The presence of the A.N.S. is present in every minute part and cell of
our organism. Any interference, functional or organic, along the neural
reproductive pathways of the A.N.S. and any circulatory obstacle in the
transportation of blood can interfere with the normal process of
procreation. Any chronic disease, including abnormalities in the
intestinal flora, any scar and any kind of abnormal activity along the
A.N.S. can become an interference field capable to disturb the process
of procreation. Chronic anxiety, rage, fear, panic depression and
other emotional states can also be the source of interference fields and
generalized and autonomic sympathetic hyperactivity.
The A.N.S. is also the mediator of light and other forms of energy
entering into our organism. Its intervention in the interplay between
the spiritual and the material forces, working in our organism, cannot
be excluded.
In conclusion infertility, never mind if organic or functional, is always
accompanied by autonomic dysfunction. Therefore, the A.N.S. plays a
important place in the treatment of infertility.
The Eumedica Swiss Center is adequately medically equipped for the
diagnosis and treatment of interference fields, as well as for the
evaluation of the energetic status in the reproductive system and the
entire person.

